Consequences of sibling rivalry vary across life in a passerine bird
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Many studies have assessed the costs of sibling rivalry in systems where offspring always have competitors, but conclusions about sibling rivalry in these species are restricted to interpreting the cost of changes in the relative level of competition and are often complicated by the expression of potentially costly rivalry related traits. Additionally, the majority of studies focus on early-life sibling rivalry, but the costs of competition can also affect later-life performance. We test a suite of hypothesized immediate (early-life body mass, telomere length, and survival) and delayed (adult reproductive potential and lifespan) costs of sibling rivalry for offspring of differing competitive ability in Seychelles warblers, where most offspring are raised singly and hence competitor success can be compared to a competition-free scenario. Compared to those raised alone, all competing nestlings had lower body mass and weaker competitors experienced reduced survival. However, the stronger competitors appeared to have longer adult breeding tenures and lifespan than those raised alone. We propose that comparisons with competition-free groups, as well as detailed fitness measures across entire lifetimes, are needed to understand the evolution of sibling rivalry and thus individual reproductive strategy in wild systems.
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INTRODUCTION

When coexisting offspring are raised in a joint “nursery” such as in the multiple-offspring broods or litters of many vertebrates (Mock and Parker 1997), conflict between offspring for limited parental resources results in sibling rivalry (Trivers 1974; Parker et al. 2002a). Such sibling rivalry is expected to incur costs according to the degree to which the competitors’ evolutionary interests are aligned; ultimately, this depends on the direct fitness benefit of acquiring resources and the indirect fitness cost of denying them to siblings (Parker 1989).

Many studies have aimed to determine the costs of sibling rivalry for offspring (reviewed in Shaanker et al. 1988; Hudson and Trillmich 2008). When the relationship between per-capita parental investment and number of competing offspring is less than 1, offspring experience a reduction in parental resources. For each offspri
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(Manser and Avey 2000; Kilner 2001; Smiseth and Moore 2002). The energetic costs of maintaining rivalry traits, independent of parental resource depletion, may be an important component of sibling rivalry. Such traits are expected to be costly (MacNair and Parker 1979) and there is some empirical evidence for energetic costs to avian nestling begging (Kilner 2001; Neuen schwander et al. 2003). However, the magnitude of these costs appears generally limited (Smiseth and Parker 2008; reviewed in Chappell and Bachman 2002) and perhaps context-dependent (e.g., based on environmental conditions; Leech and Leonard 1996).

A third, less studied consequence of sibling rivalry is the potential for delayed costs in terms of later-life performance. If competition in early life causes suboptimal phenotypic development, it is possible that individuals become more susceptible to early mortality either through premature ageing (Netté et al. 2015) or reduced ability to acquire resources (Merila and Svensson 1997). Poor early-life development may also affect an individual's ability to compete for reproduction (Verhulst et al. 1997) and this may be exacerbated if competing offspring influence the later-life reproductive potential of rivals after independence (Ekman et al. 2002; West et al. 2002; Tarwater 2012). However, very few studies have tested for such delayed costs, presumably due to the difficulty of monitoring individuals across their lifespan.

If competitive ability varies within the brood, sibling rivalry costs may be asymmetric. Competitive asymmetry typically arises through age or size differences (Mock and Forbes 1995) resulting from asynchronous birth (Drummond et al. 1986; Bonisoli-Alquati et al. 2011) or differences in growth induced by prenatal allocation of maternal resources (Einum and Fleming 1999; Royle et al. 2001). Competitor hierarchies and asymmetric competitive ability can have pronounced effects on the within-brood distribution of costs (Parker et al. 2002b), and empirical studies often suggest that the strongest competitors in a brood suffer no net cost of sibling rivalry (Cook et al. 2000; Sykes et al. 2007; Roulin and Dreiss 2012). Due to the difficulty of determining rivalry costs for the most competitive individuals (see below), the validity of this latter argument remains unclear.

Despite extensive research into sibling rivalry, there remain multiple key avenues for future research. Perhaps most importantly, many studies to date have considered broods that contain multiple offspring, where sibling rivalry will always be expected (e.g., Smale et al. 1995; Michaud and Leonard 2000, but see Emms and Verbeek 1991; Drummond et al. 2011; López-Jiménez et al. 2015). Within a brood, each individual is prenatally provisioned to deal with an expected level of competition (e.g., Harper 1986) in terms of developing the necessary morphological and behavioral platforms to express postnatal competitive traits. For individual offspring, the cost of experimentally varying the level of competition (e.g., by brood-size manipulations) will depend on the level of competition the offspring is equipped to encounter, because changing the postnatal level of competition cannot reverse the costs (or benefits) of such prenatal provisioning by parents. Thus, although previous studies have facilitated our understanding of variation in sibling rivalry, they may over or underestimate the true costs of competition, which might be better resolved by comparing competing individuals to noncompeting individuals. Importantly, a naturally occurring competition-free comparison group would best enable us to determine whether even the strongest competitors in a brood suffer rivalry costs.

In addition to the rarity of studies comparing competing and noncompeting individuals, few studies have considered competition beyond the earliest stage of dependence (but see Arroyo et al. 2002; Ekman et al. 2002; Drummond et al. 2011; Tarwater 2012). In particular, extended sibling rivalry may play an important role in social species with delayed offspring dispersal (Mock and Parker 1997); ignoring this may limit our understanding of the ultimate fitness consequences of sibling rivalry. Additionally, sibling rivalry in early life may produce delayed or ongoing costs after offspring have dispersed and no longer interact, which could affect downstream life span or reproductive performance (Spear and Nur 1994). Our knowledge about delayed sibling rivalry costs in wild systems is limited to a few studies in seabirds (Drummond et al. 2011; Müller et al. 2011; Carmona-Isunza et al. 2013)—information from a broader array of taxa is needed to infer when and how early-life rivalry has lifelong effects (Drummond et al. 2011).

The Seychelles warbler Acrocephalus sechellensis provides a useful system in which to improve our understanding of the lifelong costs of sibling rivalry, taking into account both prenatal priming and delayed rivalry costs outlined above. This insectivorous passerine, which is endemic to the Seychelles (Safford and Hawkins 2013), has been intensively studied on Cousin Island and provides a highly tractable system in which to explore some of the gaps in our current understanding of sibling rivalry. Modal brood size on the island is 1 but a small proportion of nests (13%) contain 2 nestlings (Komdeur 1994; Richardson et al. 2001). The fact that the majority of offspring therefore never experience competition from a coexisting nestmate and selection driving the evolution or “priming” of traits designed to manipulate competitive ability is likely to be relatively weak, we can effectively test the effect of sibling rivalry against a competition-free comparison group. Moreover, following the ca. 17-day nesting period, the Seychelles warbler has an extensive period of postfledging care (3 months, Komdeur 1991) and prolonged parent-offspring association of up to several years can occur due to habitat saturation and dispersal constraints (Komdeur 1992; Eikenaar et al. 2007), meaning that sibling rivalry can persist long after offspring become independent. Importantly, the availability of accurate reproductive and survival data allows us to test for delayed rivalry costs in terms of lifelong reproductive potential and longevity.

It is evident that there are many possible mediators and outcomes of sibling rivalry, which may have a profound influence on the evolution of reproductive strategy, resolution of evolutionary conflicts, and population dynamics. With these in mind, we test a suite of hypothesized costs of sibling rivalry (Table 1) across individuals’ entire lifetimes and determine whether these costs are greater for the weaker of 2 competitors (asymmetric costs, Table 1). First, we test whether nestlings with a competitor experience different resource availability levels to those raised alone. We then test for differences in immediate physiological condition as a function of rivalry in terms of early-life body mass (reflecting an individual’s energetic state; Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005, Gil et al. 2008), and telomere length (an established predictor of intrinsic condition and survival across many taxa including the Seychelles warbler; Barrett and Richardson 2011; Barrett et al 2013). We also test for an immediate survival cost to rivalry in terms of survival to adulthood. Among offspring that survived to adulthood, we test the hypothesis that individuals who were raised with a competitor suffer reduced reproductive potential (in terms of breeding position acquisition, age at first reproduction, and breeding tenure, Table 1) and life span. This investigation of multiple components and consequences of sibling rivalry will enable us to disentangle the costs of competition per se and allows us to detect consequences of early-life sibling rivalry at every stage of an individual’s life span.
Reproductive potential and lifespan
Evidence
Nestlings with a competitor receive less food
Komdeur 1992
Richardson et al.
Physiological and recruitment costs
a) Competing offspring have lower body mass
Yes—in nestlings, both A- and B-offspring have lower mass than their single counterparts
Table 2, Figure 2a
b) Competing offspring have lower telomere length
No—A- and B-offspring have equal telomere length to their single counterparts
Table 2
Survival
Competing offspring are less likely to survive to adulthood
Yes—B-offspring have lower survival than single offspring
Figure 2c, d
Asymmetric cost
Physiological and recruitment costs are greater for weaker competitors
Partially—body mass costs apply to both competitors, survival costs only to B-offspring
Figure 2
Adult reproductive potential and survival
Reproductive potential
a) Competing offspring are less likely to become breeders
No—A- or B-offspring are equally as likely to become breeders as their single counterparts
Table 3, Figure 3a
b) Competing offspring are slower to gain a breeding position
No—A- or B-offspring first breed at the same age as their single counterparts
Table 3, Figure 3b
c) Competing offspring have shorter breeding tenures
No—A-offspring have longer breeding tenures than their single counterparts
Table 3, Figure 3c
Life span
Competing offspring have lower lifespans
No—A-offspring have longer lifespans than their single counterparts
Table 3, Figure 3d
Asymmetric cost
Reproductive potential and lifespan costs are greater for weaker competitors
No—B-offspring have similar reproductive potential and lifespan to their single counterparts
Table 3, Figure 3

METHODS
Study system and field data
Data were collected in the Seychelles warbler population on Cousin Island between 1995 and 2014. Across this period of intensive study, nearly all birds on the island received a unique British Trust for Ornithology ring and a combination of color rings for individual identification (Richardson et al. 2001; Hammers et al. 2013). Each year during the main breeding season (June–September) and in some years during the minor breeding season (January–March; Komdeur 1996), a census of the entire population was conducted followed by intense monitoring of all nesting attempts on the island. These censuses, combined with negligible off-island dispersal (Komdeur et al. 2004), yield a >90% re-sighting probability (Brouwer et al. 2006) so death dates can be accurately inferred from the time of disappearance from the population. Each season, the majority of first-year birds were caught and ringed either as nestlings (ca. Day 10 of the nesting period during a small window of development within which nestlings are big enough to fit with rings but small enough not to present a risk of force-fledging), dependent fledglings, or independent subordinates in their natal territory. Age at catch was determined by eye color (Komdeur 1991); in this study we only use data from birds caught when <1 year of age and distinguish between dependent (fledglings observed begging, <3 months, gray eyes) and independent (3–11 months, brown eyes) individuals. To determine physiological condition, body mass (to 0.1 g) and tarsus length (to 0.1 mm) were recorded and a small blood sample (ca. 25 µl) was taken via brachial venipuncture and stored in absolute ethanol.

Seychelles warblers defend year-round territories occupied by a breeding pair and 0–5 independent subordinates (Komdeur 1992). The identity of the breeding pair in each territory was determined from behavioral interactions during censuses (Richardson et al. 2003). Nesting attempts were located by following the breeding female for signs of nesting activity. If the nest was accessible [by hand or using a pole and mirror], the clutch and/or brood size was recorded. All nests were followed until failure or fledging (hatching and fledgling success are 46% and 80%, respectively [Komdeur 1994]). In a small proportion of nests, partial brood loss may mean that one nestling died before the brood size was recorded. To minimize error in our brood size classification, we therefore only classified nestlings as “single” if they were alone in the nest on or before Day 12 of the nesting period. However, we were able to record the clutch and hatching brood size for 41% of nestlings and the remaining 59% were, on average, classified earlier than Day 12 (mean ± SE = 8 ± 4 days). Thus, although some “single” nestlings may therefore have had a nestmate that died prior to the classification, the proportion is likely to be small (we were only aware of 3 partially fledged nests in our nestling dataset). Furthermore, the direction of any error will be in the opposite direction to the hypotheses in Table 1, thus making our assignment conservative. To determine survival to adulthood for all sampled nestlings, fledglings, and independent offspring, we recorded the presence of each individual in the population in the year following birth and all surviving individuals were subsequently followed for their entire lives as part of continued seasonal monitoring to determine adult reproduction and life span (Table 1).

In order to test for asymmetric costs (Table 1), we calculated each nestling’s body condition as the residuals of a regression of mass on tarsus length, controlling for the time of day and month in which sampling took place, separately for males and females. Where 2 nestlings from the same brood were sampled, we used body condition to determine each offspring’s size rank and assigned them as either the A-offspring (higher condition) or B-offspring (lower condition). Ranking competitors in this way reduces the variance in condition in each group compared to that of single offspring; in order to make a more meaningful comparison with our competition-free comparison group, we therefore also assigned each single nestling either as a “high-quality” or “low-quality” single offspring according to whether its body condition fell above or below the
mean condition of all single offspring. A-offspring and B-offspring could then be compared to similarly classified single counterparts rather than to all single offspring.

The Seychelles warbler has obligate biparental care (Komdeur 1992) and subordinates can become helpers-at-the-nest by incubating or provisioning nestlings—the latter increases total provisioning rate to the brood (Komdeur 1994, Richardson et al. 2002).

For 86 nests, food provisioning watches of approximately 1 hour (mean duration ± SD = 64.3 ± 13.2) were conducted on Days 10–11 of the nestling period (mean age ± SD = 10.7 ± 5.1) to quantify overall nest provisioning rate (the number of provisioning events per hour) and to determine which (if any) subordinates helped in provisioning. Watches were focused around this stage of the nestling period to coincide with approximate asymptote of provisioning rate. For a small subset of nests (n = 20), a provisioning watch was also conducted on Day 3 of the nestling period. We used this subset of nests to determine the repeatability of our provisioning rate measures (see Statistical methods). We tested the resource availability hypothesis (Table 1) by calculating per-capita provisioning rate as the total provisioning rate divided by brood size. Observations of nestling provisioning provide evidence that food partitioning is equal between nestlings (Supplementary Appendix B, see Discussion for details).

There is pronounced spatial and temporal variation in habitat quality on Cousin (Brouwer et al. 2006). During each season, the quality of every territory was calculated as a function of foliage density, insect abundance, and territory size following Komdeur (1992) and Brouwer et al. (2006). In this study, we define territory quality as the natural log of this measure and per-capita territory quality as territory quality divided by the number of independent birds (>3 months) present in the territory that season, following Brouwer et al. (2006). Insect availability across the island also varies annually, so for each season we calculated food availability as the mean number of insects counted across the whole island during each breeding season following Brouwer et al. (2006).

Molecular methods

DNA for molecular sexing and telomere measurement was extracted using a DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with modification of overnight lysis at 37 °C and a final DNA elution volume of 80 μL. We determined the sex of all offspring using the PCR method developed by Griffiths et al. (1998).

We used quantitative PCR (qPCR) to obtain relative telomere length (henceforth telomere length) measurements as described for the Seychelles warbler in full detail elsewhere (Barrett et al. 2013; Bebbington et al. 2016). Briefly, we ran each DNA sample in duplicate and used LinRegPCR 2014.2 to correct baseline fluorescence, determine the window-of-linearity for each amplicon, and calculate individual well efficiencies. Threshold values (Nq) were set in the center of the window-of-linearity per amplicon for all samples. We corrected for variation across plates using a golden sample interplate calibrator and then calculated telomere length for each sample as the amount of telomere DNA relative to that of a constantly expressed reference gene (GAPDH) that was simultaneously amplified on the same plate, following equation 1 in Pfaffl (2001).

Statistical analyses

We examined the costs of sibling rivalry using a total of 349 nestling and juvenile Seychelles warblers. Unless stated otherwise, all analyses were conducted using a mixed modeling procedure in the lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) package in R (R core team 2015). All models included year of birth to account for variation in island density, climate and resources across years. In models using data from two individuals from the same nest we also included nest identity to account for nonindependence between nestmates. We removed variables for which P > 0.05 from the final reported models. Stepwise elimination of nonsignificant variables can increase the likelihood of type I error (Mundry and Nunn 2009), but can be appropriate in cases of specific hypothesis testing with a small number of variables (Bolker et al. 2009), as is the case in this study. We minimize the potential for type I error by reintroducing all excluded variables back into the minimum model before considering them nonsignificant (P > 0.05 in all combinations). We report estimates from the final model including only significant terms and fixed effects; we obtained estimates for nonsignificant terms by reintroducing these terms individually to the final minimum adequate model.

To test for differences in resource availability, we first tested for inherent differences in the physical and social environment between nests containing 1 and 2 nestlings. We modelled brood size as a binomial response and tested for relationships with territory quality, food availability, and group size. In our investigation of variation in per-capita provisioning rate, we first determined how well per-capita provisioning rate reflects general resource availability at a given nest. Using the 20 nests for which a Day 3 provisioning watch was also performed, we built a linear model with Day 10 provisioning rate as the response variable and tested the strength of relationship with Day 3 provisioning rate. Using each nest as a single data point, we then examined whether per-capita provisioning rate on Day 10 (response variable) was related to brood size. We included 1) brood size, 2) helper presence (only 9 [5%] nests had >1 helper), 3) nest age in days, 4) observation time (early: 0630–1100; mid: 1100–1500; late: 1500–1800 hours), because provisioning rate may vary across the day (e.g., Knapp et al. 1984), 5) territory quality, and 6) food availability, as provisioning rate may depend on resource availability or foraging time (e.g., Tremblay et al. 2005). These latter 2 measures are correlated (R² = 0.17), but not strongly enough to cause colinearity in our analysis (VIF = 1.08). We also tested whether helper presence, territory quality, and food availability interacted with brood size.

We examined physiological condition separately in nestlings and juveniles by testing the relationship between size rank and 2 Gaussian response variables: body mass and telomere length. In nestlings, we created separate models for high-quality (A-offspring and high-quality single offspring) and low-quality (B-offspring and low-quality single offspring) categories. In juveniles, we compared all A-, B-, and single offspring together to maximize power under limited sample sizes.

We tested whether body mass was related to competitor presence and size rank. We included time (classified as above) and month of capture, the interaction between tarsus length and sex (to account for sex-specific scaling of mass and tarsus), territory quality, and food availability (which may affect offspring body mass through maternal effects [Richardson et al. 2004, Russell et al. 2007]) or provisioning rate to offspring (Schroeter et al. 2012) as additional predictors. For nestlings, we also included helper presence to account for varying food acquisition and for juveniles we included sampling age (dependent or independent) and used the per-capita measure of territory quality to account for group-size mediated postfledging competition (Brouwer et al. 2006; Ridley and Raikhan 2007). To investigate telomere length, we used the same additional predictors.
as for body mass. For nestlings, we also added tarsus length to control for variation in growth rates between nestlings. In all models, we tested for interactions between competitor presence or size rank and food availability and territory quality; and in nestlings, we also tested the interaction with helper presence.

To analyze survival to adulthood of nestlings and juveniles, we used a generalized linear mixed model with a binomial error structure and survival to adulthood as a binary response. In nestlings, we performed the quality-based comparisons described above: A-offspring versus higher-quality single offspring and B-offspring versus lower-quality single offspring. In juveniles, we compared all A-, B-, and single offspring. We did not include food availability or territory quality based on a prior study reporting no effect of these variables on juvenile survival (Brouwer et al. 2006).

Among individuals that survived to adulthood, we compared the reproductive potential and life span of A- and B-offspring with that of their single counterparts as described above. Some individuals in our dataset (n = 19) were selected at random to be translocated to different islands as part of a planned expansion of the species’ range (Richardson et al. 2006; Wright et al. 2014)—any of these individuals that did not yet hold a breeding position when translocated were excluded from our analyses of breeding position acquisition and age at first reproduction and all translocated individuals were excluded from analyses of breeding tenure and life span. Acquisition of a breeding position was modeled as a binomial response in a standard generalized linear model, excluding 3 individuals who were still alive at the time of analysis but had not yet gained a breeding position (2 single offspring and 1 B-offspring). We investigated age at first reproduction, breeding tenure, and life span using Cox proportional hazards survival analyses in the “survival” package (Therneau 2015) in R. Because some individuals were still alive at the time of analysis, our data were left-censored: each individual was classified as either dead or alive in the model. The assumption of proportional hazards were met in all models (Cox 1972). We report the hazard coefficient, or “risk”, of becoming a breeder (age at first reproduction), ceasing to be a breeder (breeding tenure), and dying (life span) for individuals who had a competitor compared to those raised alone, separately for high- and low-quality offspring. We included sex and group size (number of independent birds in the territory) as additional predictors in all models to account for potential sex differences in breeding performance and group-size-mediated differences in reproductive opportunities. We also tested the interactions between these 2 predictors and competitor presence.

**RESULTS**

Our nestling dataset contained 161 (71%) single nestlings and 66 (29%) nestlings with a nestmate. For simplicity, we report model estimates for size rank and any additional predictors of early-life sibling rivalry costs for which P < 0.25. Model estimates for all other nonsignificant additional predictors and nonsignificant interaction terms are available in Supplementary Appendix A.

**Resource availability in nestlings**

Brood size was not significantly related to territory quality (β ± SE = −0.30 ± 0.21, P = 0.15) or food availability (β ± SE = 0.01 ± 0.01, P = 0.51), but did increase with group size (β ± SE = 0.36 ± 0.14, P = 0.01).

Among nests where 2 provisioning watches were conducted, the per-capita provisioning rates of the 2 watches were significantly positively correlated (β ± SE = 0.55 ± 0.14, P < 0.01) with an R-squared of 0.45 (Supplementary Figure 1). This repeatability suggests that our Day 10 measures of per-capita provisioning rate reflect general resource availability at a given nest. Across all nests for which we had Day 10 provisioning data (n = 86), nestlings with a nestmate each received less food than those raised alone (Figure 1) as found in a previous study (Komdeur 1994). Per-capita provisioning rate varied throughout the day (β ± SE vs. morning: afternoon 1.01 ± 1.74, P = 0.56; evening 4.21 ± 1.71, P = 0.02). There was a nonsignificant tendency for per-capita provisioning rate to increase with helper presence (β ± SE = 2.46 ± 1.48, P = 0.10) but neither food availability nor territory quality affected per-capita provisioning rate and there were no significant interactions between helper presence and any other variables (Supplementary Table 1).

**Physiological condition**

In nestlings, the body mass of both A- and B-offspring was lower than that of their single counterparts (Figure 2a, Table 2). Territory quality, food availability, and helper presence had no effect on nestling mass and were not significant in interactions with size rank (Supplementary Table 2). Nestling telomere length did not vary with size rank (Table 2) but declined with increasing tarsus length in low-quality individuals, likely as a function of increasing nestling age (Table 2). Food availability, territory quality, and helper presence had no effect on nestling telomere length and did not significantly interact with size rank (Supplementary Table 2).

Juvenile body mass was not related to nestling size rank (Figure 2b, Table 2) but the sample size for B-offspring was very low. None of the additional predictors were related to juvenile body mass (Supplementary Table 2), nor were present in interactions (Supplementary Table 2). Juvenile telomere length was not related to size rank (Table 2) nor to any additional predictors (Supplementary Table 2) and there was no interaction between size rank and any other predictor on juvenile telomere length (Supplementary Table 2).
Figure 2
Early life body condition and recruitment costs of sibling rivalry. a) Nestling body condition; b) Juvenile body condition; c) Nestling survival to adulthood; d) Juvenile survival to adulthood. In nestlings, high-quality refers to A-offspring and single offspring with greater than average body condition, and low-quality refers to B-offspring and single offspring with lower than average body condition (see Methods). * = significant relationships, NS = non-significant relationships. In juveniles, A- and B-offspring are compared with all single offspring. Different letters between groups denote significant differences. Throughout, numbers denote sample sizes per group, boxplots display median values per group, and bar plots display mean values per group.

Table 2
Predictors of nestling and juvenile body mass and telomere length in Seychelles warblers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiological measure</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate ± SE</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nestling body mass (n = 211)</td>
<td>High-quality⁴</td>
<td>Competitor presence</td>
<td>−1.23 ± 0.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catch time (vs. morning)</td>
<td>Mid 0.31 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Late 0.44 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-quality</td>
<td>Tarsus length × Sex</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.07</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitor presence</td>
<td>−0.52 ± 0.18</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catch time (vs. morning)</td>
<td>Mid 0.29 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Late 0.27 ± 0.23</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catch month</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.06</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestling telomere length (n = 172)</td>
<td>High-quality</td>
<td>Tarsus length × Sex</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tarsus length</td>
<td>−0.03 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitor presence</td>
<td>−0.05 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-quality</td>
<td>Tarsus length</td>
<td>−0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitor presence</td>
<td>−0.08 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile body mass (n = 46)</td>
<td>All offspring</td>
<td>Age (vs. independent)</td>
<td>−1.07 ± 0.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Size rank</td>
<td>A-offspring 0.24 ± 0.48</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile telomere length (n = 44)</td>
<td>All offspring</td>
<td>Size rank</td>
<td>A-offspring −0.16 ± 0.57</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant terms are in bold. ⁴In nestlings, we tested for physiological costs for A- and B-offspring separately with respect to their single offspring counterparts (see main text). High-quality refers to A-offspring and single offspring where body condition > single offspring mean, and low-quality refers to B-offspring and single offspring where body condition < single offspring mean.
Survival cost

In nestlings, there was not a significant difference between the survival of A-offspring and their single counterparts ($\beta \pm SE = -0.47 \pm 0.47, P = 0.32$, Figure 2c) but B-offspring were significantly less likely to survive to adulthood than low-quality single offspring ($\beta \pm SE = -1.00 \pm 0.50, P = 0.04$, Figure 2c). A similar pattern occurred in juveniles: A-offspring were equally likely to survive as single offspring (Figure 2d), but B-offspring were less likely to survive than single offspring ($\beta \pm SE = -2.80 \pm 1.09, P = 0.01$, Figure 2d). B-offspring tended to have lower survival than A-offspring, but not significantly so ($\beta \pm SE = -2.20 \pm 1.33, P = 0.10$, Figure 2d).

Reproductive potential and life span

Among individuals that survived to adulthood, neither competitor presence (Figure 3a) nor group size influenced the likelihood of achieving a breeding position (Table 3), although males in the high-quality category were slightly more likely to become breeders ($P = 0.08$). Competitor presence (Figure 3b), group size, and sex were also unrelated to age at first reproduction in both high- and low-quality offspring (Table 3). A-offspring had longer breeding tenures than their singleton counterparts, as indicated by a lower hazard ratio (Table 3), but the breeding tenure of B-offspring did not differ from low-quality single offspring (Table 3, Figure 3c). Among both low- and high-quality offspring, individuals from larger groups had lower breeding tenures, as indicated by a higher hazard ratio (Table 3). A-offspring also had longer life spans than their single counterparts, whereas the life span of B-offspring and low-quality single offspring did not differ (Table 3, Figure 3d). In both high- and low-quality categories, individuals from larger groups had lower life spans, as indicated by a positive hazard ratio (Table 3). There were no interactions between competition and either sex or group size for any of the 3 reproductive components or life span for either high- or low-quality offspring (Supplementary Table 3).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we tested a suite of hypothesized mediators and costs of sibling rivalry (Table 1). We found evidence for decreasing resource availability as a function of increased brood size, which translated into reduced physiological condition in both A- and B-nestlings when compared to competition-free, single nestlings of the same quality category. However, the survival cost imposed by having a competitor was asymmetric within broods: in nestlings, only B-offspring had lower survival than their single counterparts, and in juveniles,
B-offspring were less likely to survive than single offspring. Among individuals who survived to adulthood, the relationship between sibling rivalry and adult reproductive potential and life span was positive for A-offspring, who outperformed their single counterparts in terms of breeding tenure and life span, and neutral for B-offspring, who performed equally well as their single counterparts in all tested aspects of adult success. We discuss these results in detail below.

**Universal immediate costs: resource availability and physiological condition**

Individuals in larger broods may suffer from resource depletion as a function of the number or strength of competitors (Forbes et al. 1997; Kitaysky et al. 2001), which can lead to reduced body condition (Emlen et al. 1991) and recruitment rates (Schwagmeyer and Mock 2008). In our dataset, we found no evidence that brood size was linked to territory quality or food availability, suggesting that resource depletion as a function of increased brood size is not mitigated by increased overall resource availability. We also found that nestlings with a competitor received substantially less food than those raised alone. This suggests that the reduced body mass found in competing nestlings is, at least partly, the result of reduced food intake; but without quantifying nestling begging behavior, we cannot rule out additional energetic costs of behavioral competition. However, evidence for energetic costs of begging is limited (e.g., McCarty 1996; Chappell and Bachman 2002) and we suspect that such costs are low in the Seychelles warbler. Intra-brood scramble competition (Stamps et al. 1978; MacNair and Parker 1979) should occur whenever parents allocate nondivisible resources among nestlings (Royle et al. 1999), but anecdotal observations by the authors suggest that Seychelles warbler parents usually bring multiple small insects to the nest in a given trip and divide them equally between the nestlings (pers. obs.). Preliminary evidence collected earlier in the Seychelles warbler long-term study also shows that provisioning rate to each nestling appears approximately equal (Supplementary Table 4); although we acknowledge that we do not have sufficient data for a formal statistical analysis, taken together this anecdotal evidence is compatible with the hypothesis that resource-based rivalry costs should be relatively equal between the 2 competitors. The fact that A-offspring have lower nestling body mass than the highest-quality single offspring (Figure 2a) suggests that A-offspring do indeed suffer a cost associated with the presence of the B-offspring, but whether or not the relative extent of this cost is greater for B-offspring is difficult to determine. Differences in juvenile body mass and telomere length between A- and B-offspring would have allowed us to better determine whether physiological condition does indeed differ between competitors, but we found no differences in telomere length according to size rank. This lack of any effect may be due to the low power of our tests involving telomere measures, given the number of individuals involved (n = 172 nestlings and 44 juveniles). It may also be because telomeres lack the resolution to reflect differences in condition at the scale at which it was considered here. It would be interesting to test for differences in other physiological characteristics, such as immune function, between A- and B-offspring to determine whether either, or both, competitors suffer with respect to physiological condition more generally.

**Asymmetric immediate costs: survival to adulthood**

Although physiological condition was reduced among nestling competitors regardless of size rank, only B-offspring had lower nestling survival to adulthood than their single counterparts. In juveniles, B-offspring also experienced lower survival than all single offspring (Table 2) and tended to have lower survival than A-offspring, although this last result was not significant (P = 0.10). Together these results suggest that the physiological costs of sibling rivalry in early life have a disproportionately large impact on the survival of
weaker competitors. If we apply the brood reduction (where weak offspring only survive in favorable circumstances [O’Connor 1978]) and egg insurance (where extra offspring are produced to mitigate the potential loss of a more valuable “core” offspring [Mock and Forbes 1995]) hypotheses to the Seychelles warbler system, we would predict that second eggs constitute a bet-hedging strategy by parents to optimize their reproductive output. We believe this to be unlikely for several reasons. First, B-offspring fledge as often as those raised alone (in all but three of the nests in the nesting analysis, the entire brood fledged) and we found no interaction between food availability and competitive ability on offspring condition (Supplementary Table 2). Second, approximately half of all nests containing 2 nestlings are the result of communal breeding of 2 females (Richardson et al. 2001) and it seems unlikely that this breeding strategy would remain stable if 1 female was restricted to laying an insurance egg (e.g., Clutton-Brock 1998). Third, environmental predictability is very high in this system (Komdeur and Pels 2005) and so selection for “parental optimism” (Mock and Forbes 1995) in relation to brood size is likely to be weak. We therefore suggest that variation in brood size in this species is likely to reflect variation in parental perception of the likelihood of success of the whole brood.

Asymmetric delayed costs: adult reproductive potential and life span

Although our results clearly support the physiological condition and survival hypotheses of sibling rivalry in early life, we found limited support for the reproductive potential hypothesis. In contrast to our predictions, A-offspring who survived to adulthood had longer breeding tenures than high-quality single offspring and also lived longer than their single counterparts. Additionally, B-offspring had equal breeding tenure and survival to their single counterparts, so do not seem to be suffering any later-life costs to sibling rivalry if they survive to adulthood. A lack of later-life cost for B-offspring has also been shown in blue-footed boobies Sula nebouxii, where B-offspring suffer neither reduced survival nor reduced immunocompetence in adulthood (Drummond et al. 2011; Carmona-Isunza et al. 2013). These results suggest that, provided they reach adulthood, B-offspring are able to buffer any negative effects of early-life stress (Drummond et al. 2003).

However, the positive effect of sibling rivalry on A-offspring adult performance is perhaps more perplexing. As Seychelles warblers typically occupy a breeding position until death (Hammers et al. 2015), breeding tenure and life span are inherently linked and we suggest that the positive effect of rivalry on A-offspring adult performance could arise through 3 nonmutually exclusive mechanisms. First, A-offspring may outperform single offspring because broods of 2 are only produced under highly favorable circumstances. Our results show that this is not the case in terms of territory quality or food availability, but it is possible that A-offspring are sired by better-quality parents and thus inherit that quality. However, because nestling body mass of A-offspring is lower than that of higher-quality single offspring, this seems an unlikely explanation. Second, it is possible that A-offspring who survive to adulthood are of higher quality or competitive ability due to some selective filter on poor-quality individuals, which leads to biases either in death rates or in tendency for individuals to gain a breeding position (as oppose to remaining as a subordinate in a territory). Finally, A-offspring may become better competitors through exposure to competition early in life and are therefore better able to obtain a higher-quality breeding position, where the costs of obtaining food and producing offspring are relatively low. Once in the breeding territory, low costs could result in greater somatic maintenance and hence life span. Empirical evidence, although rare, suggests that such early-life influence on behavioral phenotype can occur: in yellow-legged gull chicks Larus michahellis, last-hatch nestlings produce very different behavioral responses to first-hatch nestlings (Díaz-Real et al. 2016) and in Nazca boobies Sula granti, nestlings that experience more adult aggression tend to be more aggressive later in life (Müller et al. 2011). Due to the correlation inherent to individual resource availability and intrinsic condition, it is difficult to distinguish between these 2 latter alternatives. However, given that A-offspring do not out-perform single offspring during the first year of life, it at least seems likely that any observed “benefits” of competition for A-offspring arise after independence, either as a result of selective mortality or competitive traits that are not expressed until adulthood. We suggest that investigating behavioral and social competence as a function of early-life competition would be a highly interesting avenue for further study.

Sibling rivalry costs and competition-free comparisons

Parents can optimize the level of sibling rivalry to maximize their own fitness by creating asymmetric competitive hierarchies. These can arise through asynchronous hatching of eggs (Ricklefs 1993) or preferential allocation of pre or postnatal resources to specific offspring (Slagsvold 1997; Groothuis et al. 2005). Many studies of sibling rivalry have shown that costs are often much greater for weaker siblings as a result of these hierarchies (e.g., Mock and Ploger 1987; Forbes and Glasses 2000; Smit et al. 2007). However, studies often fail to determine the costs of competition per se, as many systems do not provide the opportunity to compare competing and noncompeting offspring. The costs for dominant siblings may therefore be masked by the level of rivalry expected in the population and the costs for weaker offspring underestimated. Our comparison between nestlings that were raised with and without competition did not involve experimental manipulations, hence we are unable to rule out all potential parental or environmental factors that might differ between these 2 groups. Nonetheless, our results suggest that comparison between competing and noncompeting offspring, experimentally assigned where possible, can provide important insights and enhance our understanding of sibling rivalry costs. For example, if the current study had compared 2-chick nests with nests containing 3 chicks (as are found on other isolated islands in the Seychelles warbler’s range [Komdeur et al. 1995]), we may have concluded that the physiological costs of sibling rivalry only affected second- or third-order nestlings. It was only through comparison with single offspring and specifically single offspring of a similar quality category, that we were able to detect an absolute cost of competition. Similarly, by removing single offspring from our analysis of juvenile recruitment, we may have concluded that there was no recruitment cost to rivalry, whereas actually B-offspring suffered relative to single offspring. These results add further support to the hypothesis of asymmetric costs of competition within broods, but also suggest a need to consider more global costs and benefits within families in order to understand the multiple drivers and mediators of sibling rivalry and reproductive strategy. However, it is important to note that the correlational nature of the current study limits our ability to control for variation in parental quality, which may influence the degree to which offspring raised with and without rivalry differ. Given that per-capita provisioning rate is lower in broods of 2, it seems reasonable to assume that nestlings raised
with a competitor experience some kind of resource limitation regardless of any differences in parental quality; nonetheless, studies that are able to experimentally separate the effects of parental quality and sibling rivalry are required to more comprehensively explore the extent of sibling rivalry costs.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we used a comprehensive framework of hypothesized costs to understand the manifestation and extent of sibling rivalry in wild systems. Although our results provide strong evidence for both asymmetrical and universal costs of sibling rivalry, we also found that stronger competitors that did overcome the early-life costs of rivalry had a longer breeding tenure and life span than single offspring. We suggest that comparisons of individuals raised with and without sibling competition, combined with detailed monitoring of individuals throughout life, will be instrumental in future studies of sibling rivalry, evolution of parental investment, and individual reproductive strategies in wild systems.
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